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1. Disposal of commodity surpluses (L/2150, L/2152)

The CHRM13AN said that experience under the sol 1itlsnz of 4 March 1955
on the disposal of surpluses and the liquidation of strategic ococks hadebcen
reviewed at recent sessions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. At the ewcntieth session
it was agreed that the item should be retained on the agenda and that contractgn&
parties should again be requested to submit reports of any diop-sao ur qicuidation
arrge&gntnts in which they may have nggnged. Theeports-t received from contracting
parties had been distributed in document L/2152, a,nd ia :ddioi,n. eho ex~cutev(
Secretary had providea . note on tha ^ctivities of otheinternaooonaltagencCesis
in the field of disposals in document L/2150.

Inche Abdul hRaman bin HAMIDON (Malaysia) said thaht is delegation hadercad
with ercat care andnietcrest the rerouts by contraitlng pareiLs id aocement L/2152,
in particular the report by eh, Goverenmno (f the Unetcd Statesega>;rdgn its
disposal progmaesrs in respect of tin and rubber. Tin and rubber were the two
most important export commodities of Malaysia and togetherocsnctuteuzd about
80 per cent of its total export earnings. Hiselee~gation waenconcuregcd tlelcarn
from Annex A of the United States report that the Uneitd SteatsoG-vernment had
found it possible toedcvolcp a set of criteria for theedcvelopnmet of dip-psal
programs involving long-range disposal planning and expanded consultati.n
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procedures. Since stockpile surpluses first made an impact on the world
commodity markets, his Government had advocatedthe adoption of a set of
principles governing the disposal of materials which were of direct interest
to the less-developed countries. Now that there was a basis in the form of
the United States criteria for a soundly planned disposal programme, his
delegation wished to comment on the matter from its point of view as one of
the main producers of the products involved. In their view, based on intensive
experience of both tin and rubber disposals, much of the violent apprehension
and misgivings which United States disposal announcements provoked in the past
and still did to some mild extent, were due to the ignorance within the market
and the industry of the specific criteria which governed the United States
disposals. The United States assurances about not disrupting markets,etc. were
regarded as too general or ambivalent to inspire business confidence and price
stability. In view of this his delegation hoped that the United States Govern-
ment would seriously consider giving these newly developed criteria a much wider
publicity so that the whole intention and purpose of the United States disposal
programme could be better and more generally understood.

There were a number of factors mentioned in the United States list of
criteria which were of critical and direct relevance to producer governments
and commodity councils interested in the matter. His delegation was anxious to
see that these selected factors should be given the appropriate emphasis when
the United States long-term disposal programs for these commodities were being
formulated. As regards tin, the United States Government had announced its
objectives, i.e. to promote an erderly disposal of unneeded stocks in such a
way as to meet fiscal requirements of the United States; put no undue pressure
on the usual markets; help meet necessary industrial requirements for tin during
the period of world-wide shortage; and give necessary assurance to producers
and investors who are preparing to meet future increased requirements for tin.
The Government of Malaysia, and he was certain that the International Tin Council
also, would gladly welcome and readily endorse these common and constructive
objectives. However, in trying to fulfil some of its own domestic objectives,
it was hoped that the United States would not vitiate its efforts in the
international field of creating a climate of confidence for the development and
rejuvenation of the world tin industry. The central problem besetting the
industry now and in the next few years was one of maintaining a level of price
which would make it economical to explcit the extensive low-grade reserves. It
was crucial that United States tin disposals should not in these delicate
circumstances inadvertently depress the price below this economic level. On the
subject of rubber disposals, the criterion to be used was different from tin
disposals because the price situations wore diametrically different. The price
of tin was on the upward trend whereas the price of rubber showed a progressively
declining secular trend. Any contemplated changes in the United States rubber

disposal programme, it was hoped, would not depress further the already low price
of natural rubber which was the economic life-blood of a number of developing
countries, particularly some in the South-East Asian region. In this respect,
it was encouraging to note the United States' assurances that any changes in the
programme wouldbe proceededby consultations with substantially interested
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The GATT Resolution of 4 March 1955, on liquidation of stockpile surpluses,
provided for two minimum requirements, namely a period of forty-five days'
notice and a recommendation for consultation. In the view of the delegation of
Malaysia the period of notice should be longer than forty-five days, because if
effective an.. meaningful consultations were to be undertaken, it was necessary
to have more time to consult. It would be desirable if at least six months'
prior notice could be given, as was done in the United States. Consultations
between interested governments were not only desirable but necessary. However
these consultations should take place well ahead of the time of the announcement
and also before the United States programme had been irrevocably formulated.
Otherwise, these consultations would defea the purpose of developing mutual
understanding and appreciation of each other'sproblems and difficulties instead
of exacerbating them. There was also the question of developing a mutually
agreed set of objectives and criteria to govern disposals of certain commodities,
and there were several ways in which this mutual exercise could be carried out.
First, by the United States together with substantially interested producing
governments as was done with rubber disposal. Secondly, the United States with
the commodity council concerned as in tin disposals, or thirdly under the aegis
of other multilateral and fully representative international organizations such
as the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development and its offshoots.
Should any of these approaches present certain difficu-tlies 4o te_ United States
Government, it was vital for market stability and business confidence, ofr the
United States to consider another alternaivev of publicly declaring the essential
details of its programme including its criteria anld disposal techuliquezi which
were designed to minimize disrpution of the market and, ofm oer importance, avoid
distressing teh econmoise of ofreign countries, particularly developing ones.
The delegation of Malaysia errgetted that it had found it necessary to single out
the United States Government in presenting its views on thsi important question of
disposal of commodity surpluses. It was not that ith ad any bitter grudges
against the UnitedS tates, but it was generally recognzied that the disposal
progrmames of the United tSates Governmen,t particularly of tin and rubber, had
the most prfoound effect on internaioonal cmomodity markets. The views of the
delegation of Malaysia had eenpuot forward inthe sspirit of offering construc-
tive criticism for the mutual beeefnit of both the consumig~ and producing
countries. orerover, the delg.ation of Mlacysia beeeiecd that there was no forum
more appropriate than thie A-TTwhhere problems confronting othr developed and
developing contracting parties oculd be discussed in a frank and cordial mnrner
with a view to achievig: solutions which ere: of real benefit to the developing
countries. Finally, the item under discussion should be e-tained on the sessionlJ
agenda of the CONTRACTING PARTIES in order that the subject could be kept under
review.
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Mr. VAN WIJK (Kingdom of the Netherlands) said that the subject of surplus
production, disposal and utilization had always been considered by his delegation
to be of major importance. Nearly all countries represented in the GATT were
involved either as producers and exporters or as recipient countries. Everyone
would therefore have an interest in keeping the situation under constant
review and in particular to note any change in attitude or type of activity
connected with surplus disposal. Referring to paragraph 12 of document L/2150,
Mr. Van Wijk said that changes had taken place in attitudes. In1954 when
the FAO Principles on Surplus Disposal were drafted agricultural surpluses
were considered to be the undesirable unintentional result of several causes.
They were regarded as a problem of temporary and incidental nature. Today a
growing acceptance was noted of the fact that surplus production might become
a long-term phenomenon. The possibility of making a beneficial use of surpluses
was recognized years ago, although the word surplus in itself retained a some-
what negative meaning. Since then the mental attitude towards the word surplus
has undergone a change and it was not a coincidence that some had referred to
abundance of agricultural production in this connexion. This changing attitude
must have significant, implications. It might contribute in providing much
needed additional food for those who wereundernourished and thus help to improve
living conditions of the population in large parts of the world. Further, it
might also have quite contrary effecots on theeifocrts of the e s--developed
countries to improve their own agricultual1 production; afnd finally, itmright
have effects on intrnaatioal. taode in agricultural products.

Continuing, Mr. Van Wjik said that it was not known how things would
develop. Much would depend onthhe extent to which tesle questions could be
discussed in international ocra and, conversely, the influence these inter-
national organizaton-s would e able to exetl. The consultative machinery
and procedures, developed and strengthened over the years, had proved
generally effective both in providing an inecra-tional forum for the dis-
cussion of surplus problemsanxd in promoting the observance of th-principles
of surplus disposal themselves. Iit was recognized that surplus holding
countrie, for example,the United Sa.tes, had observed these principles with
great sincerity. Beccause of its restraint and regard for other interests the
United States deservdthegrard. <ritude oIf all countries for hom the: expert
trade of agricultural commodities was of vital importance. The Netherlands
was strongly in favour of thetiontinuaionneof thes procedures, but this did
not mean that iteconsidercd that no damage had been done to its interests
as a commercial expoeter. Tht procedures to which he had referred, in
many instances enabled t e UnetedtStat(s to achieve some sort of balance
between the advantage of recipient countries and the disadvantage of traditional
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exporters. However, he wondered how a reliable estimate could be made
of the damage done to the latter. Over the years many complaints by
Dutch exporters concerning surplus disposal programmes had reached
the Netherlands Government, which had looked into their complaints
case by case. If it were said that the surplus exporting countries
had exercised a great deal of self control, it could also be said
that the Netherlands on its part had always exercised considerable
self restraint when defending its commercial interests. His
Government had always endeavoured to take the larger view and did
riot consider only its own side of the picture. The tenth anniversary
of Public Law 480 seemed to have offered an excellent opportunity to
examine over a longer period of years the influence this and other
surplus programmes had exercised on the Netherlands' exports of
agricultural commodities. This examination revealed a decrease in
its exports of several products on various markets where surplus
programmes had become an active source of supply. In addition the
Netherlands also experienced the negative indirect effects of
surplus programmes because recipient countries closed their markets
for third countries in order to concentrate their commercial pur-
chasesin the surplus-disposing country; or were affected by the
competition by receiving countries on third markets with commodities
produced on the basis of surplus raw materials like cereals and
oils and fats. These developments were of a major concern to his
delegation, particularly because the problem was not one of today,
but most probably also one of tomorrow. The Netherlands delegation
therefore wished the maintenance and if possible the strengthening
of the present procedures with regard to surplus disposal and at the
same time to underline the importance ofmultilateral solutions to
the problem of surplus disposal, such as the FAO World Food
Programme.
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Mr. STONER (Canada ) said that thepurpose of the Resolution adopted in
1955 had been to ensure that the harmful effects of surplus disposals on the
normal commercial marketin's of contracting parties were mitigated by a
procedure of consultation with the principal exporters of the products in
question. It could be said that both the bilateral and multilateral con-
sultative procedures and arrangements that had been set up in recent years
had been working well in theagricultural sector. These arrangements had
helped to ensure observations of the principle of additionality, i.e. that
transactions on concessional terms should beadditional to, and not displace,
normal commercial marketings. Thishad facilitated the orderly use of food
surpluses as aid under observations of appropriate criteria. The Canadian
Government attached importance to the concept of food aid and had tried to
adjust its own programmes to these criteria. W.hile the problems resulting
from te- disposal of surpluses a-d been rendered less acute,a.teontion should
not be diverted frmr the arsic causes of surplus accumulation - sometimes the
earther, butmnore often the result of supnortpnolicies of governmvnts. The
Canadian delegationh'ad stated on previous occasions that there was a real
danger tattagoricultural sup'luses would be taken forgqrantedannd that countries
would assume ta:t it would bepnossible to continue to produce and to dispose
of them as part of the normal pattern of world productionaend tapde. Iin
paragraph 12 of document L/2150 relating to the report of the FAO ubt-omiimtece

n SurplusDisposal , it ams particularly noted that theec eore now signs of an
emerging, philosophy that afe uullutiliza-tion of Pgricultural paoucing c,'pacity
should be deliplanrately enned to mtemmworla con-ercijl needs.a The Can,dian
deeeggtioe r;coanizod ahe vmitalanPndôiportat r'le th-t food surpluses had
played and continued toalley an gllovietiaa hungfr end malnutrition and as an
aid in econopic develonment. However, gaveriehe v.ga.ris of agricultural
production ans the financiel and othcr problems involved in food aid, his
delegation questioned very much the souadnessbir ndvisa.tlity of deliberate
-olnning for surplus production unrelated to anth.g fin,-cinF or absorptive
.PIDcway. .t tws by no means clear thateshs intercetV of dev loping countries
would be well aerved bp larger roduction of foodstuffs for disposal in
their marketwhin ways t;cejmigce prL'udiC- the development wn their o-m food
production anelaet up ri- tionshipg whioh mi:ht nct from their point of view,
constitutebla denirau1egcoipinUina demendence. Mr. Stoner weat on to spy that
countriec should mostsiaer 1iy anresull- rny rolutions to agricultural income
add phe temde raoblars th-t dould buil! in arnceiciae iIoEnpivos for olanned
surpluo Troduceien in ahc expectPtion thatlsseh surp1ubes could hu easily and
uspfuely d.snSscpluses 8ur-usez could all too easily resugs in swin-S in
produprtcon ane 1iCes which eeadvao th, E .ntage of neither producers nor
consumera. wFood nid ahich was wnted and could beaabsorbed ond for which
fanancing wns available was one thiides Tae ic1 a thbt surplus disposal through
faodanid was ?n rutomatic outlet for the results of mistakes nf policy i
producing countries may telb prove to ,e adaagee and rlnearous doctrine.
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Mr. Stoner, turning: to the question of industrial raw materials and stocks
of strategic materials, said that the appropriate methods of disposal differed
as between metals. It was therefore important tht adequateconsultation be
maintained and that the least harmful method of disposal be adopted for any
particular action. The delegate for Malaysia had referred to the importance
and need for this consultation; the Canadian delegation fully shared this
view but considered that this need should not be limited to tin and rubber.
This was all the more important since so much uncertainty overhung the metals
market. Much of this uncertainty could be removed if agreement could be
reached along interested countries on appropriateprinciples and procedures
for disposal in relation to the commodities concerned and particularly that
disposals be undertaken only over an extended period of time. The concept of
additionality should also be borne in mind for industrial raw materials.
In the case of lead and zinc it had beenexpe e ttcct,e'dihat. wite she incroaling
shortage oh special bigh-grade zinc, strong consumer presdures woul1 be satisfied
by impreasedai:eorthar-th;r tVnn seleapele rlealsos. In xhis conne.ion it was
noted thbtiind taeeUn-ted Si.tcs.-arket, pressukpslfor stoc!niL releases rather
ehan increaoedeimpoents wor, accntuated bya the fact tht import restrictions
still eeieted on thcsoawmasrtaant r-jThe sterilac Tec &atisf-tory ta-tistca-l
posipioneanmarke im-roaad an-oRt situ-teoa for thesea mot.lswhich ws borne out
in then recentIrteora of ahe enhtraJtion-l Llad -nd Zinc Study Group indicated
that the ee-aiketties of th m9t eituation in aoad and zinc mrde possible and
should lead to the removal omarnstrietions reittainvd Syates United ote&
under Article XIX. In cenclusion, thoeaanadian delgetion felt that the
COCTEBCTIIGPARTI7Sshould continue to review annually the dbsposal Ioth
Pgriculturnl and mtrategic pterial sur-luses. The rocodtreg prOce,u2us
should beacontinued end the item reteagenad on th.nde for the nn.t sesssio.
It was ralized that iepoheirg,o-oetinae.cougtri-avers-t hn-sesome difficulties
ig defininp-what constiputed surnlus disposel. m odmE co-mcghtibs ii t he in
excess of cuerent damretic mprkut nmeaeeds bu, a vnswere in f:-ct, found to
sisooss of thon withoutgthe gmentnmget or a avor p11 Cg ncy actu:lly ;utti ;
themednthaock. at was dop,- tiat such ossister disposnlswould be reported in
tse subsidy nothfic timna if not in tie sarplus disposal notificntion, so that
with aheseglto reports controctina paobtainwould be able to c-,jtm a clear
eicture op oblem.rritudc of the rr Fti!

Cr.aC!?iFaI (AusAralial s)ideleg!t the assgea1ian dcelation wrw vunerally
sultisfied iith th, cons tahadn procedures whiby th been followed y ,be
United States aHowethor hosnderegatt T- Tver, 1ie clce-ion had been disturbed
be the inaeri lsVv 0? fh, censnstancesand in sormI i tc wittheiAr otcome,
ina rpsiewhere dc..e coaering mrkegs oThkCcommceeinl sales mi.ht not have boon
made by Ausquealiyawheresome tghe but frkuogtl hrie. it miiht be loolin: for
aueth-r outlets. a In such cpbeswfullmconsult.tion would ho telcove. Thus,
wsilC Auetr.Iih was iarjo1v gemesfi d witdlipeesent arranLo nts, it b(eved
tgetemore coDagehenviv- arrpnr-mnnts ferenvricultural surpluses necdod to be
worked out in the wider context ofeineernational commodity agrtem-nts.
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There was one, other point which was of considerable and immediate importance
to the Australian delegation. Australia was concerned that action appeared to be
likely in the United States to release quantities of lead and zinc from the
American stockpiles. Because demand appeared to be outstripping production in
the United States, especially for high-grade zinc, with a resultant pressure on
prices, there was on pure economic grounds a justification for this thinking.
However, it would be intolerable if this were done at a time when the United
States was severely restricting imports. It would be completely unacceptable if
quotas were kept at present levels and increases in demand were met from stockpile
releases. Such a complete insulation of the United States markets was not
consistent with the arguments used by the United States representatives in the
past for maintaining its current Article XIX action in this field. Australia
had heard the reasons advanced by the United States in the past for applying
these restrictions under Article XIX. The growing tightness of world supplies
of these minerals was appreciated, as was the resultant pressure in the United
States to make supplies available from the stockpile. Each of these factors,
however, should provide the justification for removing, or at least substantially
relaxing, the import restrictions. The quotas for imports of these minerals into
the United States had not changed since they were introduced, despite increases
in demand in that country for these minerals. In view of the importance which
both Australia and the United States attached to the expansion of commodity
trade generally, it was expected that the United States would take action to
remove, or at least substantially alleviate, the present import controls before
any action were taken torelease uppfrom the>Wi_. ' -.,

Mr. HAKIM (Indonesia) said that the disposal of surpluses either in
aogricultural commdities or strategic and industrial materials was of the greatest
impoonoance t; theecntmies of the developing countries. His delegation was
therefore racteful to contnrftine parties for thciroreports on aCti:n taken as
regards themdisposal of comrodity surpluses. With regard to agricultural
commoditous, it was obni )s alhag as loro as lar: e par ;,f the world lacked
foodstuffsiano clothing theommod'sal of such cm-)idities as rice, cotton, fats
and oils WJOld be of great help to the developing countries. Indonesia
appreciated the disposalS ander uhe Uniaed 2tates P.blic Low 480 and hoped that
thcontinicy would be Juutl.ued in the blture and if possihe, on an even larger
scale fully takine intor account the over-increasing needs of the developing
louneries. Thio couid bu done with ut harming the interests of those developing
countries whose economios depended largely cn the exports of these commodities.
Ao for the icsposal -ustrategao anl indnstrial m:teria]s, aly impact which
aterislssastof such -trloas3 tin and rubber had on world market prices directly
affecoed Indonesia 's exp-rt earnings. It was therefore essential that the disposal
of stocks be carried aut in such a way th-t the export earnings of developing
countries were not impaired. Thie c-uld only be achi-ved by consultations with
producing couotries on the basis 'f long-range planning. Fortunately progress
had been mnde in this dircctio rertently and it was paticularly encouraging that
the American aownnistration had sh te understanding of the problems of producing
countries. However, although enme progress had bere made there was still a lot
to be done.
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Mr. Hakim continued that the prospects for countries producing natural
rubber were gloomy, largely because of the long-term downward trend of prices
and the steady increase in the production of synthetic rubber. His delegation
would have the opportunity at other meetings and conferences to analyze this
very important problem fully. However, it was certain that a new and fundamental
approach had to be found for dealing with therubber problem which would lead
to a comprehensive and co-ordinated series of measures . In such an endeavour
the producing countries would need the goodwill and full co-operation of the
consuming countries and it was obvious that the disposal of rubber stocks was
significant in this context. He hoped that inplanning a new rubber policy, as
recently suggested by the Working Party of the Rubber Study Group, the
co-operation of the agencies entrusted with the disposal of rubber stocks would
be obtained. In the case of tin, the producing countries needed stable prices
on a renumerated basis, and to achieve this a new tinagreement was essential.
Equally essential was atthehe large comun-ing countries such as the United
States, the Sovietion -l and the Federal Republic of Germany participate in
such an agreement. The rules dispThposal of stocks could thus be agreed upon
by mutual consent. While this target was stillrfafaway, it was hoped that the
American administration meanwhilo weupersevere inits tolicy ofc takitg +he
interests of the producing countries fully into consideration and adapt its
disposals of tin stocost, this consideration. Finally, Mr. Hakim stressed
the need for the GATT po nao mnre attention tommidit.J-y agreements in general.
ComiodIty agreements on a much wider and universal basis than those existing at
present were of the utmost importance for producing and consuming countries
but particularly for the developing couneri-M. thods of disposing of
commodity surpluses shluid also be incorporated in such agreements.

Mr. PRESS (New Zealand) recalled thathtle item under discussion was one
to which his delegaoi-n had always attached importance. The New Zealand
delegation considered that this was an area which was prercrly the concern
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and hoped that the item would be retained on the
agenda and that the prescnt reporting structusre would be continued. At
previous sessions New Zealand had explained that its interpretation of
commodity surpluses was rather broader in scope than that held by some other
contracting parties, A not insignificant arcn-oo.f world trade in some
commodities was carried out by government agencieorO with the aid of subsidies,
and it was expected that some reference would have been made to these activities
in the reports in document L/2152. His delegaoi:naw,s, however, grateful to
those countries which had presented reports, and, appreciative of the action
which these contracting parties had continueot-take in accordance with
established international procedures to minimize the adverse effects of surplus
disposals on commercial trade. iH.s delctioc:nw Tiehud to mention particularly its
appreciation for the care which the United States had taken to observe these
procedures with regard to commoditieo -f direct concern to New Zealand. The
scope of this item went, however, beyond considerations of procedures.
New Zealand 's attitude to prograemms designed to alleviate hunger had always
been positive, arid it would continue to support activities designed to use
surpluses to meet the needs of food-deficient peoples and economic development.
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These were, however, activities which New Zealand always preferred to view in
the context of aid rather than as a permanent aspect of international trade
as was sometimes suggested. In the GATT, the preoccupation should be with
the expansion of international trade. This implied a better utilization of
productive resources, coupled with an expansion of effective demand. The
New Zealand delegation did not accept the view that surpluses of certain
foodstuffs were a permanent feature of the world scene. In their view,
programmes for the future based on this outlook were neither in the interests
of the world trading community as a whole nor of the developing countries
which included both recipients of food aid and agricultural producers. New
Zealand preferred to look forward to a situation in which global commercial
demand had increased and where there would be a rational development of
agricultural production in those parts of the world most suited to it,
including some of the countries now receiving food aid.

Mr. COLLINS (Southern Rhodesia) drew attention to Southern Rhodesia's
extreme vulnerability to operations in the field of surplus disposals and
the keen interest of his delegation in the subject. Like others, his delegation
was gratified at the responsible manner in which this problem had been approached
by the countries which by their activities in the field of surplus disposals
unavoidably created problems for others. The delegate of Canada had particularly
stressed the concept of additionality; the Southern Rhodesian delegation had
a particular interest in non-commercial disposals of surpluses and in this
connexion appreciated what was being done to avoid limiting markets for
commercial sales. However, more should be done to create opportunities for
commercial sales, even in instances where at the present moment those
opportunities were accepted to be very limited. Mr. Collins associated his
delegation with the remarks made by previous speakers on the need for an
adequate period of consultation. Consultation to be effective should take
place in circumstances in which all the implications could be worked out before
the country with whom the consultations were taking place was called upon to
give an indication as to its views. His delegation in the past had had cause
for concern that this adequacy of the period of consultation was not always
recognized. Finally, he supported the suggestion that the item should be
maintained on the agenda of future sessions.

Mr. LERENA (Argentina) said that the Secretary-General of the International
Conference on Trade and Development had recently emphasized the necessity of
taking into account the problem of stocks in considering the question of
economic development. The products involved in agricultural surpluses played
a very important rôle in providing resources for countries which were in the
process of economic development. It was therefore essential that a whole
series of steps be taken to deal with the problem of surpluses, and efforts
made to get down to the very core of the problem. Surplus production was very
often due to protective measures and artificial incentives provided in the
industrialized countries. In dealing with the problem of surpluses the
interests of both the supplier and recipient countries should be taken into
account. On the supply side there was the pressure which was being exercised
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on prices and on the demand side there was the intolerable situation that
two thirds of the total world population were insufficiently nourished, whereas
in other. parts of the world there were surpluses. All these factors made it
essential that the marketing of surpluses should take place on a multilateral
basis. It might be possible during the forthcoming trade negotiations, for
steps to be taken to deal with the different problems bearing in mind the
variety of interests. The Argentine delegation supported the proposal that
the item be retained on the agenda.

Mr. DE SILVA (Ceylon) said that Ceylon was interested in the disposal of
agricultural surpluses and the disposal of synthetic rubber. In the case of
agricultural surpluses his country was particularly interested in matters
connected with oils and oil seeds. While it was recognized that there had
been improvements in consultation machinery, these did not adequately meet
the problems raised with regard to surplus disposals. The new disposals of
soyabean oil, for example, could lead to a change in consumer preferences in
countries receiving supplies of soyabean oil under Public Law 480 and could
adversely affect Ceylon's traditional exports to these markets. The problem
of accumulating large surpluses could be solved by bringing attention more to
factors other than surplus disposal techniques and consultations. One reason
for surplus production was the protection given by the use of barriers and
price support arrangements. The delegation of Ceylon therefore urged moderation
in the prevailing high level of agricultural protection in some of the highly
industrialized countries.

Referring to the disposals of flour by Australia mentioned in document
L/2152, Mr. de Silva said that flour had been donated to countries in which
Ceylon had a substantial interest. On the question of rubber, it was well
known that the development of synthetics had caused a very serious situation
for producers of natural rubber. According to the latest projections, by 1970
there would be a surplus of natural rubber of at least 400,000 tons. This was
a very serious situation for natural rubber-producing countries and Ceylon
would wish that this question were looked into very carefully. While Ceylon
appreciated the various machinery adopted by the United States and other
countries, it hoped that any disposals of surplus rubber would be made to the
countries using synthetic rubber rather than in the open market. This would
to a large extent insulate the natural rubber producers from severe fluctuations
in the rubber market.

Mr. LACARTE (Uruguay) also considered that in new of its importance the
item under consideration should be maintained on the agenda for future sessions.
Commenting on the present system of consultations for the marketing of
surplusus, he felt that the system did not always operate satisfactorily.
While he supported the continuation of surplus disposals for humanitarian
reasons, he wished to voice objections of principle when these operations were
allowed to have an impact on normal operations. The type of interference he
had in mind were usually the consequence of various categories of subsidies.
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Finally, there was the question of régimes dealing with surpluses which at first
are considered transitional but in fact are continued for several years. This
could be a dangerous element in certain cases and could have a deleterious effect
on a whole series of projects and plans which might be drawn up in the context of
the GATT for improving conditions governing international trade.

Mr. GARCIA OLDINI (Chile) recalled that in 1955, when the CONTRACTING
PARTIES adopted the recommendation on surplus disposals, the delegation of Chile
had tried to introduce a new Article on the subject into the General Agreement.
This had not been possible at the time and he wondered whether at the present
moment the CONTRACTING PARTIES might not try to achieve what had not been
possible in 1955. With regard to the present system of consultations he felt
that the consultation procedures did not provide for sufficient notice in advance.
In his view, as the matter had now been considered more carefully the time had
come for the CONTRACTING PARTIES to revise the Recommendation of 1955, taking
into account the observations which had been made by several contracting parties
and the various mechanisms adopted by other organizations such as FAO. In
considering the different aspects and problems of surplus disposals, the
objective of these operations should be reviewed. In addition, consideration
should be given to the desirability of giving considerable publicity to the
technique used by countries in disposing of their surpluses. Of course this
kind of publicity should not be confused with that relating to decisions on
disposals of stocks. The latter type of publicity should only be given after
the countries concerned had come to an agreement.

U TIN MAUNG (Burma) said that he did not object to disposal of certain
products on humanitarian grounds. However, Burma, which was a less-developed
country, was particularly dependent on exports of rice and was therefore affected
by surplus disposalsof this product. At a time when his country was struggling
to improve its international trading situation a disruption of the market would
impede the progress it was trying to achieve. His delegation therefore advocated
the orderly disposal of stocks after due consultation and in ways which would not
disrupt the world market.

Mr. DUBEY (India) supported those statements which had stressed that
programmes of commodity disposals should be in the interest of the less-developed
countries. From the experience of his country, surpluses had been of considerable
help in enabling the release of funds for importing capital goods which were
urgently required for economic development. His delegation was aware that there
were many difficulties involved in dealing with commodity problems, and that it
was an area which had not been tackled satisfactorily within the GATT. It hoped
that some way would be found of solving these problems giving satisfaction to
producing countries and consuming countries alike. His Government would be
prepared to co-operate in finding such a solution.

Mr. ONYIA (Nigeria) endorsed the statements made by previous speakers.
Nigeria's problems in relation to the subject under discussion pertained
particularly to tin and rubber. He wondered whether the GATT should not now
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consider a new type of procedure on these matters. It was appreciated that. the
balance of payments and purchasing capacity of some less-developed countries
were assisted by surplus disposaIs. On the other hand, ifby such disposals
other less-developed countries were deprived of sales of the products whicht; .

consider reviewing the ppesend nroceauresnet the rixt sIssion. Tn this connexion
the Council might be instrucond to c,,eider whether it mipht be acpropriate to
work out the percentage of potmntial i`ports of products of interest to lcss-
developed exporters which were being inbyhibplted surius dpsposals onerations.
It happened in certcin tnat tnoee Losttto developed.s <.v:.l
country by surplus disposals wentyyindireclnto awhichtryt nm was ;ech betttor
off. gHis dele-ation hoped that the poinn s made o0this problern during the present
discussion wgive be ivecn shrious thought by the countries principally concerned
and that in due coudse proced bresvooulIeweo-lved vhich would give satisfaction
to all parties.

Mr. iVANS (Un,teShanktes nsraed thooe speakers who had recognized
explititly tha theUnited States aad made genuine effort both in the field of
agricultural surpluses and in the field of strategic stockpile disposals to
prevent injury to other countries. In the field of agricultural surpluses, the
delegate of Canada had drawn attenhion to t'e emerging philosophy that surpluses
might be planned for the pudpose ofgcisposinc oo needm tle.ny countries. The
United States had done its besthto see trat the surplusha whichPid arisen as
a result me its doerstic agripultuy,l rolic>. pad beet nut to -he specific use of
helping leps-deveioned countries. He agreed, with commbnt madea hy the Cnadian
delegate that ehe planncd production oes surplus- for this ps pose wa-na dangerous
course ,o pursue. but in his view, given the present tremendous improvements in
agricultural technologe and th.:resultant almost explosive increase in agricul-
tural production it was not necessary to plan suopluses, On the contrary the
problem really was how to contain the surpluses. He considered that where for
economic or social reasons a government found it necessary to pursue a domestic
agricultural poligy which ,ave rise to surplus production, in the sense that the
product concerned could not be sold at an . aJ rprice, it, was very important
thatbeestrictions should h<applied on acreage or production.

Pr. Evans cogttioedathat his dele!ait n Appreciated the remarks made by the
delegate of Malaysia concerning the criteria whibh had been adopted ry the United
States Governmpre in its effort to r-rvert any adverse effects on world markets
by releases from stockpiles. Suggestions had been made by some speakers that
tTe criteria in the GA-T itself sheuld be reviewed. Thc delegate of Malaysia
had also suggested that further approawehes to the problems nre necessary either
bilaterally, in the specialized commodity study groups, or in multilateral
international organizations. The United States, as in the past, would continue
to co-operate with tho specialized groups cr with such bodies as the Tin Council,
in an effort al prevent its disposte operations from in' rfering with the efforts
of these groups and with the interests of exporting countries. If, however,
there was a general feeling that something of a more general nature and not
limited to single commodctien, for example, a-1-o- involving criteria or procedures,
then the question could be further explored in theoGATT. The delegate cf Chile had
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suggested that there be renewed consideration of the possibility of a new
chapter or a new provision in the GATT on surplus disposals. He would refer
this to his Government for consideration. If there were a desire to pursue
the possibility of amending the provisions dealing with the present GATT
criteria perhaps the question should be referred to a working party for
consideration be òfrnexhe essit ssi.heoCtN RACOIN UT i'G PARIIESomm Ln cLents
on the United leades ldza and Zinc policy it was euggestcdethae bcforc releases
wore made from the United Statkes stocpiles the restrictions under the present
escape clause action seould bF eescinded. Thz United Selegs daIcation was
not in a positian to mnke any predictions as to ehat th_ United States
Government oould dc iconnes ncrn xion but thfe Tarif Commissioeenad bonr
instructed byethe Prosf ent o tthe United States to investieate thc situation
in load and zino areptrepx'epora ron.-t on that situation. This of course
was a prereqbesite - fore the administration iveld glv erconoidraticn to the
removal or modification of the present r.strictions.

Summing up, thM CHAIRIAN said that thereenad bo-n a serious, interesting
and wide-range discussion. The problems involved were very conplex ores in
which the interest of the countries eoncernod by no meansded.nSide. somc of
the recipielt deve1oping countries whice ead boncfited from surplus disposals
had paid tribute t valuer- fpoi the DoLno of ie.w cf theiofbalance c'
payments. Oth.r dcoelopieg ccuntries wpich wcrs owoducerec ahile rcoognizing
the advantaghe which tilavailabLity of these supplioz could have for certain
contracting parties, had drawn attention, as thehe pa in tp> e st to th dangers
which these proceeures. unIlss very carefmlcy cercuyscribezd ,. ogitria. miaht
have for their own production and expgrt earnintseand tih: ofabrlity1
world Iarkeeag. Tn th ;ricultural areahad beenc ad thrn paid both by recipient
countries and byapthose in .ogiveon to o etood aie t"ôe ofvalurbc rtnlt ;f
foodgtheiumanitan aasesistinu±; ehrinneds of nourishmenet andof developmnt.
On cethe ncontracting partieicpmer hnr.rrcnoad warmnegd agazst assunn-that

areasofthehdovlopinL,- comawocld w rvailableteceall a-. nlt rceive any
su beuthsownich might. > lireesoor uopu ingby tntheesowvis f p,,cE, c.troc;. In
thdeliancye metals fhe worldcmarket,a se erttended t.L- orl rac3 T nd cvaal speakers
hadsdrategihe rockpiien of noeeers of .tra&,aec stc e.kl s to th,very important
sfchct thket stck.n could haearen,uel mar;t s and o export (eAnings.

nhiha ,there was gnerc satidncrtl t-tt throug .thE GATT an( otherwse-,
nsultatires were avacoularieble to permit cocil r' ons between onts disposing
oies,f surpluses ai other proeducing,aountry some felt ta-ttLhe pr_ldr-es.--nd
particularly the195eriRe of ottieprovi(.d for in, te lQ5 it-soution should
eE neviewed. Thiieds1Iu`-.t aas a,enr'se-t being stud by LCCICA lnd wh-r
recommendatatterwrr lraeie. from ICCIeA the mitcr couid be:xamined in th.
light oe the variori gu-g.stions which had b(en made duiin the present
discussion. Poshavey sor; contracting parties would 1h1; further proposals to
submit for consid&.rctic. the Chaiecun peoposed, therefore, thal the Ex Cttivc
SEcretary be asked to present a.l relevant information to the Council at the
appropriate, time and that the Councile,ould then, if it thought appropriatt.
appoint aawdrking party to stuey thc question onr to prepare recommondations
for transmission to the COT\RACTING PARTIES.

This was agreed.
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2. Article XVIII - Request by Ceylon (W.21/6)

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the CONTRACTING PARTIES had agreed at the
third meeting to a five-year extension of the Ceylon release under Section C
of Article XVIII. A draft decision prepared by the Executive Secretary had
been distributed in document W.21/6.

Mr. DUBEY (India) said that India was one of the countries principally
affected, but it recognized that the waiver requested by Ceylon was necessary
for the diversification of its economy. India was therefore happy to support
the request of the Government of Ceylon and had every confidence that any
problem that might arise would be settled satisfactorily in bilateral discussions.
The Indian delegation hoped that, in working out policies for products not
covered by the Industrial Products Act, the Government of Ceylon would be able
to ensure that the impact of this release on trade flows between Ceylon and
less-developed countries of the GATT would be fully taken into account.

The Decision was adopted.

3. Uruguayan import surcharges (W.21/8)

The CHAIRMAN said that, as requested by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at an
earlier meeting, the Executive Secretary had prepared a draft text for a
decision to extend the validity of the Decision of 8 May 1961 until 31 March 1965.

The text proposed in document W.21/8 was approved for submission to a vote

under paragraph 5 of Article XXV.

4. Application of Article XXXV to Japan

Mr. AOKI (Japan) recalled that he had reported. at a meeting of the Council
in April/May 1963 (C/M/15), on the progress of the bilateral negotiations which
had taken place since the twentieth session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES on the
disinvocation of Article XXXV against Japan. Since then France and Rhodesia-
Nyasaland had notified their disinvocation. Bilateral negotiations with Benelux
countries and Australia had come to a successful conclusion, and these four
countries would enter into full and normal GATT relationship with Japan upon
completion of domestic procedures by their respective governments. Accordingly,
the Japanese Government considered that, as fai as major trading countries were
concerned, the problem of Article XXXV had, by and large, been settled.

However, there was a tendency for those countries acceding under
Article XXVI, paragraph 5(c) to inherit their former metropolitan governments'
invocation of Article XXXV vis-à-vis Japan, and apparently all the countries
which had so acceded since the last session had claimed inheritance of this
invocation. Should that be the case, it would mean that nearly half the
contracting parties were invoking Article XXXV against Japan. The widespread
invocation of Article XXXV by the newly acceding countries besides posing a
serious problem for the administration of the General Agreement itself, was
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giving rise to serious concern in Japan where it was feared that the invocation
of Article XXXV by many newly acceding countries would have serious implications
in the context of the forthcoming Kennedy round negotiations. This matter in
that important context was not the concern of Japan alone but of all contracting
parties. In the view of the Japanese Government it might prove difficult, in
reducing trade barriers on items of interest to the less-developed countries
within the framework, of the Kennedy round and the action Programme, to generalize
the benefits to include the less-developed countries maintaining discriminatory
practices against Japan in terms of Article XXXV. Mr. Aoki emphasized that his
Government had no desire to solve the issue in such a negative manner but looked
forward to a positives and constructive solution.

It was gratifying to note that some of the less-developed countries which
had inherited the invocation of Article XXXV had agreed to enter into contractual
GATT relationships with Japan after bilateral discussions. He would urge these
countries to take the necessary procedural steps as early as possible to
formalize their undertakings. It was also appreciated that some of the newly
acceded countries were not applying any discriminatory practices against Japan
and it would seem that these countries would have no difficulties in normalizing
their trade relationships with Japan. Mr. Aoki concluded by appealing to
contracting parties to co-operate in bringing to an early end the practice,
injurious to Japan's trade, of applying Article XXXV against Japan.

Mr. CARMODY (Australia) said that the Australian Government had completed
the procedures relative to the disinvocation of Article XXXV and now appropriate
legislative action by Japan was awaited. The Australian Government experienced
considerable pleasure in disinvoking Article XXXV and enjoyed cordial and
mutually beneficial trade relations with Japan.

Mr. ONYIA (Nigeria) said that his country had inherited the invocation of
Article XXXV against Japan at the time of its accession. The Japanese Government
would be aware of the problems confronting Nigeria which had up to now
necessitated the continuation of the invocation. However, it had to be pointed
out that this invocation was of a legal rather than a substantive nature since
Japan at present enjoyed better treatment in the Nigerian market than Nigeria
enjoyed in Japan. He expressed the hope of his Government that it would soon
be possible to resolve the matter to the satisfaction of both countries.

Mr. STONER (Canada) said that it was a source of pleasure to the Canadian
Government that many countries had recently disinvoked Article XXXV against
Japan. He pointed out in this connexion that Canada had accorded Japan full
GATT treatment since the time of the latter country's accession to the GATT.
It would seem that to all intents and purposes the industrialized countries
had now ceased to invoke Article XXXV, but that a number of developing
countries had invoked the Article. It was the hope of the Canadian Government
that these countries would be able to take remedial action in this regard. The
recent developments as regards Article XXXV had meant that Japan was now assuming
its rightful place in the international trading community and it was to be hoped
that Japan was now in a position to make progress in liberalizing imports,
including the removal of residual restrictions and administrative impediments.
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Mr. EVANS (United States) stressed that his Government attached great
importance to providing Japan with the full benefit of membership of the GATT
and ensuring that other contracting parties benefited from the Japanese membership.
The failure of Japan to achieve complete membership was a source of weakness to
the GATT and was detrimental to the long-term interests of all contracting parties.
The United States was pleased to hear that certain countries had recently dis-
invoked Article XXXV and that Iceland had announced its intention not to invoke
Article XXXV on accession. In his view, those less-developed countries which
invoked or inherited Article XXXV on accession were taking unnecessary action
since the GATT already provided facilities for the full protection of local
industry by less-developed countries which would seem to obviate the need to
resort to special devices against Japan. He recalled that the representative
of Japan had intimated that countries continuing the invocation of Article XXXV
might be excluded from the scope of concessions made by Japan in the course of
the forthcoming "Kennedy round". He noted that the continued invocation of
Article XXXVwas sometimes the result of Legaldifficulties inherent in disinvoca-
tion. He would request that representatives of such countries urge their
governments to disinvoke XXXVat the possible )C ")ir)Le Tte.

Mr. OCAYA (Uganda) said that his country had inherited the invocation of
Article XXXV. The question of disinvocation had been under active consideration
ey the Uganda Govcrnment and discussions had been instituted with the Japanese
Government. howeverntth out, 1iuvhc.,asiat Ueanda ad sever- adverse trade
balanch wlth Japan whimn was causingIsone concern. Tt was the hope of the Uganda
Government that once this matter had byen satisfactoril. resolved there would be
no delay in the formalization of recires-nl most-favou's-;aation relations between
the two countries.

Mr. LEECH (Kenya) said that his couetryedad also inhirie the invocation
of Article XXXV against Japan but for all practical purposes Japan was accorded
most-favoured-nation treatment. It was ohernmelingfof tyhe G-ve;vient ot Kena that
as Kenya was a developing country, it was up to the Japanese Government to make
the first move to develop trade between the two countries. Kenya had an adverse
balance of trade with Japan and it would help in considering disinvocation if
Japan were to introduce libevaliàatioexports from Kenya.s ,7CD8?0.' IS:.' va.

The CHAIRMhN, in summing up, noted tnat the Government of Japan had renewed
the pleanvthat goverclents Vstili iioking Arti.:e XXX- should cease to do so.
Some progress had been made in this direction but a number of newly acceeded Less-
developed countries continued to invoke the Article. In his view the Japanese
Government could take some encouragement from the statements that had been made
by representatives of certain of the invoking countries.
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5. Trade in Cotton Textiles (L/2135)

The CHAIRMAN recalled that, at their nineteenth session, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES had appointed a committee to seek a long-term solution for the problems
of international trade in cotton textiles. This Committeehad provided a forum
for the negotiation of an arrangement to replace the short-term arrangement
previously in force. The Long-Term (five-year) Arrangement Regarding
International Trade in Cotton Textiles had entered into force on 1 October 1962.
The Cotton Textiles Committee, which was responsible for the administration of
the Arrangement, was composed of representatives of all the countries which
were parties to the Arrangement. The Committee was required to review the
operation of the Arrangement annually and to report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
The Committee had met in December 1963 and had reviewed the operation of the
Arrangement. Its report on this first review was contained in document L/2135.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, as Chairman of the Cotton Textiles Committee, in
presenting the report on the first review, emphasized the great importance of
both the review itself and the discussion of the report by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES. He wished to draw to the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES the
very serious anxieties which had pervaded the discussion of the operation of
the Arrangement. As was recorded in the report, man-, participating countries,
and in particular less-developed countries, had very serious misgivings about
the manner in which the Long-Term Arrangement was, in a number of cases, being
interpreted and implemented. The reasons for these misgivings were described
in the record of the discussion.

The Executive Secretary stressed that the Cotton Textiles Arrangement
presented a very serious and direct challenge to theCONTRACTINGPARTIESin the
context of the acute problems of expanding the export earnings of the less-
developed countries. Everyone was aware of the political, social and economic
difficulties that arose in this field, and for this reason, the review had to
be seen not only in the light of the seriousness of the problem of cotton
textiles, but also in the broader context of the problem of expanding the
export earnings of the less-developed countries.

The Committee, on the completion of the review, had attempted to formulate
conclusions on points which had been raised in the discussion with the aim of
facilitating the administration of the Arrangement and above all of ensuring
that the Arrangement would, in future be implemented with due regard to the
objectives set out in the preamble of the Arrangement. The most significant
conclusions related to the establishment of procedures for fuller consultation
about market disruption or apprehended market disruption; the request for a
review by importing countries of action already taken under the Arrangement,
where it was the view of exporting countries that all the necessary elements
and criteria had not been taken into account; and the request that importing
countries look into their arrangements with respect to the administration of
quotas maintained and to consult with the exporting countries concerned with a
view to improving the market opportunities for these countries.

The Executive Secretary expressed disappointment at the fact that, although
there had been some discussion of the matter, comparatively slight attention
had been given to the question of structural changes and adjustments in developed
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Mr. COLnLY93MChis- -Tica s.i that i. ntoa1-3 conry had entered i a
bilateral Arrangement on trade in cotton textiles with the United States.
Tn xports inal.s ofegoeethe A..angcme.ns J,:aican er± iP xl caris of cotton
textiles wandere allimimite to-atoal 'oP.. ica h .a ln square yrard,
wigotiesh sdpecific mlimitataionc for six cie an ' aaxiulumfor:ll Categories
msofof eD0,OC;gemenm are ya-rdsper ct-ot,-r. . ''_,cltwt
had bbeeenferdcbecalaimed, the !- that could.cfe -e of the alleged
disruptive eeUnftedfSeatct of Jam1an exports ont ti-te market.,as a result
of a shainrp and substantial incrsease Jamaican exports. Thi increase had
geen calcudateng a om-arin?,nxportsJlmaican- period whei.most *Tri an
facpories were either io the rilot stage ct nad nct commenced produCtion at
hensll with a jeriodpihnaca ngma ecoremicst.aepro1chi-;I-n onotac level of
Jamductioa and -xport. arMaica qus thrn restricted to at oota ielating to a
base pmmioding wlvf aenen corzms neeforee fteo monthbfboef d', as a
result the quota amountai to expittse morngthae Jamticanc xoort'duriDnth
formative period. This was most0uperalistic and had resulted in a 4nror cent
cutback inremdloyment. ;eometly, Jamaica had t ieQ to obtain scm relaxation
eothee thanein the case of the six saccifiod catCgories) in the category
matimum of 35'o,O( seuare yards, so as -o provide fcr moro flexibility without
exeeeding the overall ceiluag of edghtecn and a half million sq-ure yarCs.
Even thds, howeter, Ieemad to be pre:enting ifficuljy. Tt h.d to be concluded
that, as had been stated at mhe mee,ing of the Cotton Textiles Conmittee. the
Lyng-Term Arrangement w"s being used b) some countries as a tCharter for
Restrictiond", in a manner which was never intenled.

Mr. Coluymorc expressed pessimism over the ovtcome of some of the
coeclusions reached in the review of thc Arrangement. Referring specifically
Mo paragraph (ii under the head221ng ?'arket Disruption" of document /135
he expressed doubt as to whethef imports of cotton textiles into the United
States represented moresthan 71 peptcen, of their total dome4tic consumotion.
so that in fact the U92½ed States had reserved for itself''- per cent of its
home market, a fact to which, however, the United States had not, paid much
regard in dis)ussion. he sameinE to paragraph (iiilunder til -;;- heading,
he recalled that Jtmal a had experienced great difficul-y in obtaining from
the United States a measure of fl>xibility within the overall ceiling of
eighteen and a half million yarns.

it was, he continued, pointless for industrialized countries to express
the desire to see the export earnings, of the less-developed countries increase
whilst at the hame time they imposed restrictions wiich had the opposite effect.
aThe export opportunities oy.'L aa ad been seriously reduced bh the United
States action end it was evident that special arrangements under the GATT,
such asgthe Long-Term Cotton Textiles Arranremrnt, should not permit one party
to a discussion -o hav- the unilateral ri-ht to decide what constituted market
disruption. The protestations of goodwill towards less-developed countries
could only have meaning if in such special measures restrictions were not
imposed on exports of less-developed countries, particularly new entrants.
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The Jamaican delegation felt therefore that, notwithstanding any existing
arrangements under the Cotton Textile Arrangement, the CONTRACTING PARTIES
should call upon all industrialised countries,. K;rioting the import of
cotton textiles from less-developed countries, to review these restrictions
with a view to their elimination. If they could not be entirely eliminated,
then the quotas should besubstantially increased. The Long-Term Arrangement
should be no more than a breathing spell for importing countries tomake
adjustments in the structure of their cotton textile industry. The Government
of Jamaica would, therefore, be strongly opposed to any renewal of the
Arrangement on its expiry in 1967.

Mr. AOKI (Japan) expressed the serious concern and apprehension of his
Government with regard to the action envisaged by an important importing
country to increase customs duties on cotton textile products in connexion
with tariff reclassifications and with regard to the fact that increases in
tariff rates on a wide range of cotton textile products seemed to be under
consideration in another importing country. He reserved his right to bring
the matter to the attention of the Cotton Textiles Committee in due course, if
necessary.

The meeting adjourned at 5.30 p.m.


